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State-subsidized student loan is currently the main form of funding to help poor
students for high education. Since 1999, relevant policy has been changes several
times in our country. Meanwhile,due to the loan students frequently default, the
integrity of the current college students face great test.
Based on the reference on the basis of the results of the study and
implementation experience of domestic and foreign experts and scholars in the field
of student loans and author's working experience，this article selects three vocational
colleges that each has its own characteristics as the object of investigation in
Hangzhou, for anonymous survey to the students of loan experience.Through the
theory with practice,understanding of the implementation of student loan policy and
analyzing and summarizing the problems existing in the present situation.On the basis
of drawing lessons from foreign experience,to put forward the corresponding
countermeasures for the above problems.
After investigation and analysis,the current situation of the implementation of the
student loan in colleges is summarized as follows:1.The loan index is enough to meet
the needs of students. 2.Policy advocacy has achieved initial success,but the terms of
the repayment default related to lack of propaganda. 3.The loan subjective
consciousness is not strong. 4.Some lenders to apply for the national student loan is
not due to poverty. 5.The Internet has become the main channel for applicants to
understand student loan information. 6.Different grades pay attention to student loan
related policy provisions are not the same.7.The bank is proficient in the student loan
business but lack of enthusiasm. 8.The policy of student loan and the evaluation of
colleges are good, but the bank evaluation is low. 9.Full-time student financial
assistance management personnel is not enough.On the basis of the analysis of present
situation to extract three major issues:1.The default problem of students did not repay
on time. 2.Banks do not want to loan or even stop lending. 3.Publicity of the national
student loan policy.













experience, this paper puts forward the following countermeasures:1.Improving the
loan student credit rating system and reducing the risk of default.2.Increasing the
punishment of dishonesty loan officers and effectively improving the implementation
of deterrence.3.Perfecting the law and regulations in the field of student loan and
clearing subject responsibility obligation.4.Increasing the staff of full time student
financial assistance work.5.Establish dynamic audit mechanism to reduce the rate of
students "fraud".6.Improving the risk compensation and dispersion mechanism to
improve the enthusiasm of banks.7.The diversification of repayment,debt recovering
outsourcing, to reduce risk of banks.8.Publicity and integrity education diversification,
to achieve the change of the publicity effect "quantity" to "quality" .9.Updating and
sharing loan student information from time to time, to solve the problem of
information asymmetry.
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